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Clinical studies with first generation oncolytic (cancer destroying) viruses are very 

promising. To ensure this new approach is available to all patients, we develop scalable 

and robust production methods for these viruses. As part of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, 

our experts are researching these issues using mathematical methods within the 

framework of project TheraVision.

VIruSES In TuMor ThErApy: hoW To GroW 
 THERapEUTiC ViRUsEs

1  Cell	growth	(black)	and	

virus	growth	(orange).	The	

images	show	the	microcarri-

ers	the	cells	attach	to,	and	

the	cells	themselves.

2  Schematic	representa-

tion	of	the	herpes	simplex	

virus

When to infect and when to extract?

Preparation of the viruses consists of an upstream and a downstream process. Initially, special 

host cells are grown in the upstream process. At a certain time, these are infected with the virus. 

From this moment on, the viruses multiply in the host cells until the cells are destroyed and the 

viruses produced escape into the surrounding nutrient solution. After a certain period of time, 

the nutrient solution is extracted and fed into the downstream process where the virus is fil-

tered out. 

The aim of our project is a model-based optimization of the upstream process using experimental 

data. We have prepared a model that represents the cell and the growth of the virus as a func-

tion of controllable variables. The first variables to be optimized on the basis of the model are 

the infection and extraction points. 

parameter estimates and compromises

The model we use is a parameterized system of ordinary differential equations. Aided by the use 

of statistical methods (parameter estimation), we have identified the variables (growth and death 

rates) such that the model closely matches the experiments conducted at Fraunhofer ITEM.

When the model is constructed in this way, the optimal time of infection and extraction is de-

termined using a special optimization method (multiple shooting). The focus is on several tar-

get aspects: the maximal achievable number of viruses, and the effectiveness and purity of the 

extracted solution. These aspects are either individually optimized or an optimally balanced 

compromise is sought between the targets (multi-criteria optimization).
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